SPINE-TINGLING EXPLOITS OF BUCK VINSON IN THE WAR OF WARS

ATOM-AGE COMBAT

STRANGER THAN FICTION

No. 4
TEN CENTS
ONLY A STRONG AMERICA CAN PREVENT

ATOMIC WAR!

DEC. 10c

HIS BOMB MISSED! BUT EVEN A NEAR MISS WILL GET THAT RED SUB WHEN I FIRE MY ATOMIC ROCKETS!
ONLY A STRONG AMERICA CAN PREVENT

ATOMIC WAR!

FEB. 10c

WE'LL PLANT THIS H-BOMB RIGHT IN THE KREMLIN AND Avenge WHAT THE REDS DID TO NEW YORK, CHICAGO AND DETROIT.... BOMBS AWAY!
Comic Book Assignment

Although these comics are fictional, they contain images and themes that are accurate from the Cold War Era.

Create your own comic book cover that is historically-based. In other words, choose an actual event from the era to highlight in a cover.

It must contain at least one caption with words, have recognizable symbols and images that make it clear where the story takes place, must be editorial in some way meaning you take a clear stance on the event, and must be related to a true historical event. You will not be graded on your artistic talent but rather your ability to portray the event.